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The critical facilities in JAERI, FCA (Fast Critical Assembly) and TCA (Tank-type
Critical Assembly), have been used to provide integral data for evaluation of nuclear
data as well as for development of various types of reactor since they went critical
in 1960's.
In this paper a review is presented on the experimental programs in both facilities.
And the experimental programs in next 5 years are also shown.

1. Introduction
There are three critical facilities in JAERI-Tokai: FCA (Fast Critical Assembly)05, TCA

(Tank-type Critical Assembly)(2) and VHTRC (Very High Temperature Reactor Critical Assembly).
The FCA went critical in 1967, the TCA in 1962 and the VHTRC in 1985. At present the former two
facilities are operated, while the VHTRC are kept the stand-by state. These facilities have been used
to provide integral data for evaluation of nuclear data as well as for development of various types of
reactor.

In this paper a review, focused on the nuclear data validation, is presented on the recent
experimental programs in the facilities in operation, FCA and TCA.

2. Review of Reactor Physics Experiments in FCA
In early 1980's, IX series of assemblies, which consisted of seven different version of cores

IX-1 to IX-7, were built to cover wide range of neutron spectra. These assemblies IX-1 to IX-6 were
composed with 93% enriched uranium and diluent material of graphite or stainless steel for adjusting
neutron spectrum in lower energy region or in higher energy region respectively. The assembly IX-7
was composed with 20% enriched metal uranium. At each assembly, criticality (keff), fission rates
and sample reactivity worths of conventional materials were measured to check the reliability of
neutron fields calculation prior to the measurement of integral data for minor actinides.(3'4) The
measured keff values were analyzed by the MVP code with the JENDL-3.2 library. The comparison
between calculation and experiment is shown in Fig. 1. The calculation overestimates the measurements
in IX-1, -2 and -3 cores. This overestimation is caused by the smaller capture cross section of 235U in
the JENDL-3.2 library.

The Doppler effect measurements have been carried out since 1968 in various mock-up cores.
The accumulated data of the Doppler effect measurements for 238U cover a wide range of the neutron
energy spectra of cores from a small experimental fast reactor to a large commercial fast reactor. To
evaluate the calculation accuracy of the 238U Doppler effect, the measured data in the FCA were
analyzed.(5) Figure 2 shows the comparison between calculated and measured values. In MOX fuel
mock-up cores, the JENDL-3.2 calculation agrees well with the experimental values within 5 %. In
Pu/235U cores, the calculation overestimates the measurement. When the calculated results were
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compared between JENDL-3.1 and JENDL-3.2 libraries, the JENDL-3.2 calculation gives 3 - 5 %
larger Doppler reactivity worths in MOX fuel mock-up cores than the JENDL-3.1 calculation because
of the extension of the unresolved resonance region of 238U. In Pu/235U cores, the JENDL-3.2
calculation gives 3 - 15 % larger values than the JENDL-3.1 calculation. The calculation in the
Pu/235U cores shows larger increase than that in MOX fuel mock-up cores. This larger increase is
caused by the softer neutron spectrum below 10 keV in addition to the extension of the unresolved
resonance region of 238U. The former effect is given by the smaller capture cross section of 235U in
the JENDL-3.2 library.

To improve the prediction accuracy of the (ieff, which allows the conversion between calculated
and measured reactivity values, the international benchmark experiments were carried out.'6'7) Three
different core configurations were selected from view points of systematic change of the nuclide
contribution from 235U, 238U and 239Pu to the |3eff as shown in Fig. 3 : XIX-1 (U-core), XIX-2 (Pu/NU
core) and XIX-3 (Pu core). The six organizations from five countries participated in these experiments.
The peff measurement was carried out by each participant with their own measurement technique, and
the measured results were compared with each other. From this comparison, the Jieff value in each
core was finalized within 3% of uncertainty. The analysis is under going to evaluate the delayed
neutron data in JENDL-3.2. These experiments have been conducted under the NEA/NSC Working
Party on International Evaluation Cooperation (WPEC), Subgroup 6 on Delayed Neutron Data Validation.

3. Review of Reactor Physics Experiments in TCA
In 1980's, a mock-up experiment for High-Conversion LWRs was carried out. Low enriched

uranium fuel rods were used to simulate the high-conversion LWR cores (tight lattice cores), in which
the ratio of moderator to fuel was ranged in 0.5 to 1.5. This ratio was smaller than in the conventional
LWR core. In this experiment the following parameters were measured'8'9): criticality (keff), power
distribution, reactivity worth for absorber materials and reaction rate ratios. Figure 4 shows the
comparison between calculated and measured keff values for the cores including standard lattices of
TCA. The calculation with JENDL-3.2 overestimates the experimental results. When the calculation
is compared between JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.1, the calculation with JENDL-3.2 gives about 1%
larger than those with JENDL-3.1. This increment of calculated keff values from JENDL-3.1 to
JENDL-3.2 is due to the smaller capture cross section of 235U in JENDL-3.2.

In the benchmark experiment concerning to the criticality safety, the following experiments
were mainly performed: the measurements of reactivity effects for various materials, which would be
used in fuel reprocessing plants, and the development of subcriticality monitoring technology.
Furthermore, from view points of nuclear data validation of delayed neutron, the effective delayed
neutron fraction (|3eff) was measured by a couple of measurement techniques. The first technique is
the substitution method. In this technique the value of (ieff was determined from the reactivity worth
for Sb-Cd-Pb rod which had the same dimension to the fuel rod and adjusted the contents to simulate
the same absorption cross-section as the fuel rod.(10) Another technique was based on the measurement
of the buckling coefficient of reactivity.'11' The measured |3eff values are compared in Table 1. The
good agreement is found in these values. These data can be used to evaluate the delayed neutron data
in JENDL-3.2.

An integral experiment for FP nuclides was carried out to validate the FP cross-section data
since the accurate estimation of FP nuclides reactivity effects are needed in burn-up credit calculation.(12)

In the experiment, the reactivity worth of solution containing FP nuclides was measured. The
calculation was carried out using the SRAC code for the cell calculation and the TWOTRAN code for
the flux calculation."3' In this calculation, the JENDL-3.2 library was used except for Er. The
ENDF/B-V library was used for Er. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the reactivity worth between
calculation and measurement. The calculated reactivity worths for FP nuclides with JENDL-3.2
agree well with experiments except for Er. In the Er sample, the calculation overestimates the
measured values.
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4. Future Experimental Program in FCA and TCA
The experimental programs in next 5 years in both facilities are planed. In FCA,

- Mock-up experiments of GEM (Gas Expansion Module) for the prototype fast reactor
- Basic experimental study for ADS (Accelerator Driven Subcritical System)
- Mock-up experiment for the nitride fueled fast reactor
- Integral experiment for the minor actinides (2nd phase)
- Doppler effect measurements of Th, W and Er.

And in TCA,
- Kinetics experiment focused on the spatial dependency
- Critical experiment for the advanced LWR
- Critical experiment for the MOX fueled high-conversion LWR
- Experiment on criticality safety for storage and transportation of nuclear fuels
- Integral experiment for FP nuclides.

The main reactor physics parameters, such as criticality, reaction rate ratio, etc., are measured
to know the core characteristics. A set of these data and their analysis will be useful to validate the
nuclear data.

5. Conclusion
Both critical facilities in JAERI, FCA and TCA, have been operated for more than 30 years to

provide integral data for evaluation of nuclear data as well as for development of various types of
reactor. A variety of integral data has been measured in these facilities and contributed to the
evaluation of nuclear data through their analyses. From the recent analysis, it was pointed out that
the capture cross section of 235U in resonance energy range is small in the JENDL-3.2 library. These
data are to be used for the reevaluation work of JENDL-3.3 library.

Future experimental programs in both facilities were also shown. In these programs the main
reactor physics parameters, such as criticality, reaction rate ratio, etc., will be measured. These
measured data can fill up the data base of the integral data for the evaluation of nuclear data.
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Table 1 Comparison of Beff values measured in TCA standard core, 1.83U

Beff values

Method A* : 0.00767 ±0.00017 (C/E=1.02)
Method B : 0.00754 + 0.00012 (C/E=1.03)

Calculation** : 0.00780

Method A : Substitution method
Method B : Method based on buckling coefficient of reactivity

* Preliminary results
** SRAC (CITATION, 17Gr, X-Y) + JENDL-3.2
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Fig. 1 C/E values of criticality (keff value) in FCA IX cores
( Calculation was carried out by MVP code)

* Cross section data of U-235 was replaced from JENDL-3.2 to JENDL-3.1
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Fig. 3 Nuclide contribution to Beff values in Beff benchmark cores
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Fig. 4 Comparison of keff values in TCA cores between JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.1
(Measured keff value is 1.00, Calculation was carried out by MVP code.)
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Fig. 5 Comparison between calculated and measured reactivity worths for FP nuclides
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